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this is a good week to mention that we're giving away an ipad mini to someone who posts the best screenshot of a magic online event they manage to take this week. however, you don't have to take a screenshot. you just have to make a video of your event that shows what you did to be eligible. just post your video on the mtgo
youtube channel and use this week's hashtag: #magiconlinechroniclesoftheghostlytribe to make sure we find it. this game is kind of all over the place and it's new. the "loot box" business is alive and well in modern. so we started a brief history of mtgo auctions as part of the mtgo championship series. the basic idea is that players

can go to the live events tab on mtgo, pick a standard format, pick a number, and go bid in order to secure the deck they want. this is similar to a sealed deck environment. the auction is live, so you can bid online, over the phone, or in person. and the winner gets a box that includes all the cards from the deck. we also have a
video showing the process: since the launch of mtgo, you've been able to play standard on magic online through the magic online championship series. these events have been reasonably popular and they've helped bring thousands of players into the game. however, there were always two problems. first, most players would play

a few of these events, but once they were done, they'd go back to casual formats. second, most of these events had a price limit of around $10. as i mentioned last week, that's not going to be enough for a lot of players when they try to jump into standard, so wizards needed a bigger price limit.
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heard a rumor? the developer of the darkest dungeon series, red hook studios , is adding a new game mode called expeditions to the core game. expeditions is a cooperative game mode in which one player plays as the dungeon master while the other two play as heroes who must work together to save the player's dungeon
master from certain doom. its current state is a beta, but the new game mode is coming to the full game in the future. the update for chronicles of the ghostly tribe is coming soon, and the first feature is trading cards . every time a player buys a card, they will get a random boost, either to mana, life, or strength. and finally,

skyforge is a next-generation massively multiplayer online role-playing game (mmorpg) designed to combine elements of sci-fi with modern technology. you can learn more about the game by checking out our review right here. finally, our most popular deck has been winning a lot lately. we’re talking about red-green devotion
(rgd), the deck that went all-in on activating the mana acceleration of both bloodbraid elf and sol-lifraz (14 percent of all decks for the week). rgd’s achievement is enough to win the top spot this week (not that we’re surprised), and the full list is available in the “big promos” section. enjoy the holiday weekend, and be sure to

check back in on monday when we bring you another week of the top 100 decks. oh, and by the way, if you like the idea of online multiplayer in your casual games, we’ve got good news. we’ve just brought the beta for duel deck online out of beta and you can play it right now! 5ec8ef588b
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